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Gracewood Stitches design by Kathy Bungard - Tulip's Praise - cross stitch pattern

Tulip's Praise
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY GRACEWOOD STITCHES

Kathy Bungard designer of Gracewood Stitches describes the pattern in her own words:
"I love living where there are four seasons!
As winter is coming to a close and the snow is receding the landscape changes from white to a drab brown and we
wait for that first color to appear as the bulbs poke their way up through the ground and burst open with joyous
delight.
Nothing is more exuberant than the tulip as it greets the world again after its long nap. Hopefully I've captured some
of that joy in this design.
Kathy Bungard"

Creative Poppy says:
You'll enjoy cross stitching this piece that has a wonderful pallet of floss colors mixing green, pink, purple and
blue. The pattern layout makes it easy to stitch one area of the design at a time.

A cross stitch pattern by Gracewood Stitches.
>> visit Gracewood Stitches' pattern gallery.
Number of stitches: 233 x 221 (wide x high)
>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch (no fractional stitches)
Chart: Black and White
Threads: DMC Embroidery floss
Number of colors: 11
Themes: Tulip, flower, spring

>> see all patterns with tulips (all designers)
>> see all Spring patterns (all designers)
>> see all ornemental flower patterns (all designers)
>> see all flower patterns (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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